The cold hit the nape of Jake’s neck as he rolled backwards, holding mask and regulator
in place with one hand, torch in the other. Cool fjord water seeped into his hood and gloves.
A single droplet defeated his drysuit neck seal and ran down his spine as he righted himself.
Finning to the back of the boat in the moonless night, he shone his torch onto his left hand to
give Andreas the ‘OK’ signal. In that brief moment he caught the concerned look on the
skipper’s face while he lowered the green nightlight into the water to help them find the boat
later.
Jake turned to the others, gave them time to get adjusted. Their torches, dangling from
lanyards attached to their wrists, shone downwards, two cones illuminating the depths below,
sharp halogen light diffusing into shadows. A few silver fish scurried away from the
searchlight beams, unwilling to be lit up as tonight’s main course for larger fish. Beneath
them the abyss of the fjord sucked downwards. Jake knew the lure of the deep only too well.
He lifted his mouth out of the water.
‘Fin to the wall. We need a frame of reference as we descend, it’ll help to stop narcosis
setting in.’
Jan Erik and Bjorn turned and finned towards the shore. Jake put his head underwater
again and shone the beam down until it caught the green, orange and red flora of the
underwater cliff face. He lifted his head. ‘This will do.’ He angled his torch upwards, still
underwater, just enough so he could see their faces clearly, the water refracting the light
through the thin layer of glacier run-off hovering near the surface, turning their faces a
ghostly green. He searched their eyes. Anticipation had taken over concern. Good. Jan Erik
grinned behind his mouthpiece, and Bjorn’s eyes adopted the look usually reserved for
sharking blondes at discos.
They were both hungry for this, like he’d been two years ago when he first dived this
deep. The adrenaline rush caught him, too. This is why I dive. He replaced his regulator, gave
them the ‘OK’, then the thumb-down signal. They returned both signals, and the trio slipped
below the surface.
Jake dumped air out of his stab jacket and sank backwards, breathing out a little through
his nose into his mask to prevent redeye, and watched them do the same. He pinched his nose
between forefinger and thumb and equalised the pressure in his ears. At six metres he gave
them another OK signal, and they returned it. He did his trademark reverse pirouette and
dove down head first, arms folded in front so he could see both dive computers, equalising
his ears every five metres. Like free-falling, like flying, like surfing, like – diving. All his
problems, petty concerns, worries and unsatisfied desires, condensed into the trail of bubbles
behind him, cascading up to the real world where they belonged. He didn’t fin, and every ten
metres he jetted a little more air into his stab jacket, compensating for the rising water
pressure.
Bjorn shot down in front of him, finning hard. In Jake’s torchlight Bjorn looked like a
fireball. Clearly he wanted to be first. Jake had told him not to do this, warned him that it
rammed nitrogen into the brain and could trigger narcosis, the drunkenness that sometimes
occurred below thirty metres when diving on air, and was far more likely at their target of
fifty. He turned to Jan Erik to stop him from following suit, shaking a flat hand horizontally.
Jan Erik rolled his eyes inside his mask.
Jake looked down again but could only see the glow of his light below in a stream of
rising bubbles growing larger as they ascended. Bjorn had disappeared. Dammit! Fatality
scenarios swirled into his mind. Blocking them off, he followed the stream of Bjorn’s
bubbles, and checked his computer. He dolphin-kicked once to arrive faster, but not so fast as

to unleash nitrogen narcosis on himself. Out of the grey the cliff-face appeared again, a
seventy degree slope, and there was Bjorn, propped on it with his fins. Jake sighed through
his mouthpiece, and relaxed.
Jake realised he hadn’t been breathing much, and took three slow breaths. As he neared
Bjorn he checked his own air gauge: two hundred bar. Plenty. He and Jan Erik touched the
silt with their fins, a couple of metres from Bjorn. Jake checked both his computers. Fifty
metres. Exactly. This was a bounce dive. Touch fifty, then ascend to decompress, to let the
nitrogen flush back out of their bloodstreams, at nine metres, then six metres. He took a few
more measured breaths. He didn’t bother to look around – mainly silt anyway – his job now
was to get them back up to safer depth. He signalled to Jan Erik ‘OK’, then ‘Up’. Jan Erik
pretended to wipe a tear from his mask with a gloved finger – he wanted to stay longer. Jake
shook his head, and Jan Erik nodded, returning the ‘Up’ signal. Jake turned to Bjorn, who
was still balanced on the tail edge of his fins, staring down into the abyss. Jake gave him the
‘OK’ signal, then Jan Erik’s torchlight lit up Bjorn’s eyes. They were bloodshot, glazed, halfclosed, as if he was drunk. Narcosis. Shit. At the same time that Jake reached out for him,
Bjorn gave the ‘Down’ signal, and did a pretty good impression of Jake’s reverse pirouette.
He dove deeper into the fjord.
Jake’s fingers just missed Bjorn’s trailing fin and he watched, unbelieving, as Bjorn
spirited downwards. In the two seconds that followed, he calculated the odds of catching
Bjorn before they went too deep, and whether he should focus on stopping a single fatality
turning into a three-diver fatality, then traded that risk against trying to explain to Bjorn’s
sister Vibeke and the authorities how he’d stood by and done nothing while watching Bjorn
plunge to his death. He flicked his wrist to Jan Erik, gave the ‘Down’ signal and dolphinkicked hard after Bjorn.
Jake finned fast down the escarpment, exhaling steadily. Depth and time were the dual
enemies. The faster he caught Bjorn, the better. One of his computers, the Aladin, beeped an
alarm. Sixty metres. The rising partial pressure of oxygen would begin killing them soon.
Breathing hard, with Jan Erik close behind, Jake raced for Bjorn’s red fins. The second
computer, the Suunto, beeped. At last he grabbed one fin and then a leg, and yanked Bjorn
around to face him. Both he and Bjorn were still sinking. They bumped into the sludgecovered escarpment like two drunken men falling down a hill in slow motion. Jake had to let
go of his torch. It spun around wildly, strobing like a disco light as he gripped Bjorn’s
harness with one hand and inflated his stab jacket full of air with the other. Bjorn’s eyes were
nearly closed. Nitrogen narcosis had taken him elsewhere. Jake checked his second computer,
the Suunto – the Aladin had stopped working – sixty-eight metres. His fins found purchase on
the slope. He flexed his knees and with both hands shoved Bjorn’s body upwards.
Jan Erik arrived.
Jake could hear his own heart pounding. But there was another, stranger, pulsing white
noise, growing louder. The beginnings of oxygen poisoning. He pointed to his inflate button,
and he and Jan Erik both pumped air into their jackets. Jake had just given the ‘Up’ signal
when Jan Erik’s eyes went wide, seeing something behind Jake. Jake turned just in time to
see a snowstorm of descending silt they must have kicked up whilst chasing Bjorn. In the
next second it enveloped them like thick soup. He couldn’t see his outstretched hand. He
reached for Jan Erik but he was already gone, hopefully upwards. The white noise was now a
din in Jake’s head. He knew what it meant. He was going to black out. Then he would sink.
And then it would all be over.

He finned hard, worked his thighs almost into cramp. He had to get up above fifty. Once
he was moving upwards, the air in his jacket would carry on expanding and propel him to the
surface. If he blacked out and didn’t wake up till he reached the surface, it would be a nasty
decompression incident, but that was preferable to the alternative. It grew more difficult to
concentrate. The porridge-like silt meant he could barely read the Suunto, even when he held
it right in front of his mask.
He suddenly didn’t know which way was up, or where his torch was. All around him a
sea of clay and bubbling blackness. White noise roared in his ears like a jet engine. Then he
remembered – follow the bubbles. Watching their direction in front of his face, he righted
himself, and kicked hard. Jake felt himself lifting. He dared to hope, and read the Suunto,
counting down the metres. Fifty-nine, fifty-eight… He was going to make it. His eyes
watered inside his mask. The crushing noise pressed inside his skull. Concentrate! Fifty-three
… fifty-two … fifty-one … fifty-two … fifty-three… No! That wasn’t possible! How the hell
could he be going down? There were no currents in the fjord. Numbness crept over him.
Unable to fin any more. His legs not responding. Fuck. Not like this! Seconds, seconds…
Then he remembered. He reached down to his right side and cracked open his emergency
cylinder. It blasted air into his jacket, squeezed it tight around his chest and shoulders like an
airbag. The white noise wailed like a hurricane in his head.
He blacked out.

